oil & gas

Interactive attendee guide for
Oil & Gas Professionals

Welcome.

Hello,
On behalf of the entire AWS
Worldwide Oil & Gas team,
welcome to re:Invent 2018! This
year’s conference is going to be our
biggest yet, with 50,000+ attendees
and more than 2,000 technical
sessions.

To get the most out of re:Invent, we encourage you to take
advantage of the resources outlined in this document,
including our “How to re:Invent” video series. Keep in mind that
reserved seating goes live on October 11. You can start planning
your schedule at any time by logging into your account, visiting the
session catalog, and marking sessions of interest.
Although re:Invent is a big conference, the strength of the Oil &
Gas community makes it feel much smaller.
We look forward to seeing you in Vegas!
Arno van den Haak
Business Development, AWS Worldwide Oil & Gas
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What

Where

AWS re:Invent is a learning conference hosted by Amazon Web
Services (AWS) for the global cloud computing community. The
event features keynote announcements, training, and
certification opportunities. At the conference, you’ll have access
to more than 2,000 technical sessions, a partner expo, afterhours events, and so much more.

We are taking over Las Vegas--with events at the ARIA, Vdara,
Bellagio, Encore, MGM Grand, Mirage, and The Venetian.

When

50,000+ attendees

November 26 - November 30, 2018. Onsite registration desk
opens on Sunday, November 25, at 1PM.

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Who

How
Register here, book your travel and hotel here, check out our justification
letter (if you need one), and watch the How to re:Invent videos here.
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What’s new in 2018?

Deeper technical content
and more hands-on
learning opportunities.

For the first time, attendees
will be able to reserve seats
using both the re:Invent
registration app and the
re:Invent mobile app.

A bigger and better
Partner Expo, with over
2,000 breakout sessions.

More unique events:
broomball, the Tatonka
Challenge, fitness activities,
and the re:Play party!
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Resources to get you started
RE:INVENT HOMEPAGE

EVENT CATALOG

FAQ PAGE

AGENDA

GETTING AROUND

RESERVED SEATING & MOBILE APP

OVERVIEW OF RE:INVENT CONTENT

BOOKING MEETING SPACE
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How to re:Invent
Are you ready for re:Invent 2018? We certainly are!
In our new webinar series, “How to re:Invent,” you’ll get
an introduction to all things re:Invent 2018. Join your hosts,
Annie Hancock (Head of Creative & Customer Experiences,
AWS) and Jill Fagan (Lead, AWS re:Invent Content) for a
tour of the campus, the content, the after-hours events,
and all of the ways we are making this year’s event better
than ever.

Watch the full webinar series »
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How to manage your schedule
We are pleased to announce a number of
Oil & Gas sessions at re:Invent. We have
highlighted them in the following sections
and have provided a guide to finding any
session of interest in the event catalog and
adding it to your schedule.

1.

1. Visit the event catalog and

make sure you are logged in.
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2. Scroll down the left-hand
navigation bar, find Topic or
Industry, and check any topics
or industries of interest.

3. Tag appealing sessions as “I’m
interested in this” or click on
the arrow at right to pursue
different scheduling options.
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View full agenda online »
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Types of Sessions
Breakout Session
re:Invent breakout sessions are lecture style and 60 minutes long.
These sessions will take place throughout the re:Invent campus and
cover all topics at all levels (200–400). Sessions are delivered by
AWS experts, customers, and partners, and they typically include
10–15 minutes at the end for Q&A.

Chalk Talk
Chalk talks are a highly interactive content format with a smaller audience.
They begin with a 10–15-minute lecture delivered by an AWS expert, followed
by a 45–50-minute Q&A session with the audience. The goal is to foster a
technical discussion around real-world architecture challenges. Chalk talks are
one hour and are presented by AWS experts. They have expert level content.
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OIG301

OIG302

OIG303

A Quantum Leap Transformation to
make BP’s Global Network Cloud First

Predicting the Next Oil Field in
Seconds with Machine Learning

Best Practices for Designing
Demanding Oil & Gas HPC
Workflows

FEATURING

FOCUS ON

FOCUS ON

BP

Machine Learning

HPC CHALK TALK

What if you could enhance seismic data with
nothing but a few well logged datasets using
machine learning to automatically predict
porosity, permeability, density, and any other
lithology data in real time? Today, much of
the analysis in exploration is done manually,
which is tedious and error prone. There are
endless applications for these insights, from
upstream to downstream. In this session, we
demonstrate how Amazon SageMaker can
automate tasks to extract deeper insights to
power better decisions and to reduce
interpretation time from months to days. We
also engage in a discussion about some of
the applications for ML in oil and gas,
including improving safety outcomes,
improving asset management and
maintenance, and optimizing well placement.

High-performance computing environments
for oil and gas workflows have become
extremely complex due to the increasing
choice of hardware. However, these
workflows - depending on the engineering
software, and model size and type - can
require unique configurations to perform
optimally. In this session, we will discuss
techniques and best practices for optimizing
HPC workflows like seismic processing and
reservoir simulation. We will also discuss how
you can combine Machine Learning and HPC
to derive deeper insights faster.

BP is a global energy company with wide reach
across the world’s energy system*. *BP’s
network spans 75 countries providing
connectivity to 400+ offices, thousands of retail
sites, production facilities, remote exploration
locations and datacenters. To become a cloud
first company supporting thousands of remote
sites, BP had to re-architect and evolve their
operating model for how network services were
delivered. BP will share best practices for
delivering high-bandwidth low-latency interconnectivity between BP and AWS. They will
outline the benefits of using native AWS
networking and security features, and share
lessons learned around security segmentation,
access policies, trust boundaries, and
connectivity to untrusted networks. Join BP to
learn how to prepare for mass-migration to the
cloud and enable at-scale cloud native
application development.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Paul Schuster |
Chief Architect, Platforms (BP)
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Time Series Data Analytics

Link to session | Breakout session

Link to session | Chalk Talk
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Mehdi Far, AWS
Solutions Developer

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Franz
Deimbacher, Nicola Venuti

Breakout Sessions

View all Oil & Gas Sessions »
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State of the Union: AWS for
Manufacturing: Digital Transformation
throughout the Value Chain

The digital transformation of the manufacturing industry is
underway in all aspects of the value chain and the cloud is at
the center . In this session, you will learn how global
manufacturing companies are realizing the business value of
AWS IoT, HPC, ML, data lakes, and other AWS services in
design and engineering, and manufacturing to service
operations. Hear from aerospace pioneer Airbus, technology
innovator Xilinx, a leading manufacturer of paper and fabric
Georgia-Pacific, and global bearing manufacturer SKF to learn
how they are optimizing business operations with AWS.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Steve Bakalar, VP IT
Digital Transformation, Georgia Pacific

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jens Greiner,
Manager IoT Development – SKF GmbH

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chris Taylor, VP &
Digital Accelerator - Airbus

FEATURED SPEAKER: Srinivas Varanasy,
Director, Big Data & Advanced Analytics Xilinx
FEATURED SPEAKER: Michel Putnik, Head
WW Business Development –
Manufacturing, AWS

Other Recommended
Sessions

MFG201

Networking
Opportunities

State of the Union: AWS
Semiconductor

Learn how semiconductor companies can achieve the maximum
possible performance from design and engineering workloads
running on AWS with specific optimization techniques and
architectures to accelerate batch and interactive workloads.
Extend and migrate on-premises, high performance compute
workloads with AWS, and use a combination of On-Demand
Instances, Reserved Instances, and Spot Instances to minimize
costs. Also learn how AWS capabilities and controls are available
to secure sensitive design IP and offer strategies for data
classification, management, and transfer to third parties.

Event Venue
and Logistics

MFG301

MFG303

Workshop: Enable Your Smart
Factory with the AWS Industrial IoT
Reference Solution

In this Workshop, get hands-on experience with industrial
devices, and learn how to deploy the AWS Industrial IoT
reference solution to consume and analyze factory data. You
deploy the reference solution in your AWS account and configure
it to connect PLCs from common manufacturers such as
Siemens, Rockwell, and ABB, to AWS IoT, and you send data to
the cloud. Gain experience using AWS Greengrass for edge
computing, and AWS IoT Analytics and Amazon QuickSight to
process and visualize the data for familiar use cases, including
predictive maintenance and plant performance optimization.

AWS Manufacturing
& Auto Contacts

Breakout: Optimize smart factories
using Data Lakes and ML on AWS

Manufacturing companies collect vast troves of process data,
but common issues such as disparate data sources and data
ownership, make it difficult to identify insights. In this session,
learn how to build a data lake on AWS using Amazon EC2,
Amazon S3, AWS Lambda, and IAM services. Explore a
reference architecture supporting data ingestion, event rules,
analytics, and the use of ML for analytics. Learn how the
world’s largest manufacturer of printers, HP created a single
source of truth by combining streaming manufacturing plant
data with batch data from their SAP system and suppliers..
FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Vibin Kuriakose,
IS Architect, HP and Shivanshu
Upadhyay, Solution Architect, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): David Pellerin,
Global BD Semiconductor, and Mark
Duffield, Tech Lead, Semiconductors, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Steve Blackwell,
Senior Consultant, and Bart
Schouwenaars-Harms, Manager ISB, AWS
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Overview

MFG304
-S

Breakout: Mining for Gold by Scaling
Data-Driven Decision Making

Learn how the largest gold mining company in the world, Barrick
developed an integrated data platform to run analytics on the
AWS Cloud. Key integrations between Tableau, Amazon EMR,
and Amazon Kinesis allowed Barrick to establish a fast and
secure data pipeline, while Tableau Server with Amazon EC2
enabled a scalable, highly available, and performant analytics
platform. See how automated scripts scale key components up
and out, and significantly reduce the admin workload by
allowing end users to make their own informed, data-driven
decisions. Brought to you by AWS partner, Tableau Software.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Sham Chotai,
Chief Digital Officer, Barrick Gold

MANUFACTURING
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Breakout: Amazon on Amazon: How
Amazon Designs Chips on AWS

To sustain innovation and growth, Amazon uses AWS to design
the next generation of cloud infrastructure. Accelerating the
RTL to GDSII workflow, Amazon uses AWS for semiconductor
design and Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools. Learn
how you can leverage the infrastructure and architectures that
our own silicon teams use to design the next generation of
cloud computing infrastructure. Partnerships and collaborations
with many EDA vendors and semiconductor customers allows
Amazon to quickly advance technology at an unprecedented
pace.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Kristopher King,
Manager, Design Verification , Silicon
Optimization, AWS

MFG315

Chalk Talk: Airbus Goes Serverless
with AWS to Improve Fleet Operations

Gathering and analyzing the massive amount of data from
fleets in the transportation industry can allow for improved
decision making in engineering, maintenance, and operations.
Learn how aviation leader Airbus has started a new digital
initiative, called Skywise, to become the reference aviation
industry platform. Skywise harnesses deep in-service data and
insights to improve its aircraft design and support offerings,
and is already providing results with several “early adopter”
airlines. Discussion covers IaC, DevOps procedures and tools,
and compliance with industry security and regulations.
FEATURED SPEAKER(S) :Jean Malha,
Solution Architect, Airbus and Damian
Arregui Solution Architect, AWS
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Chalk Talk: Cloud License
Architectures & Licensing Commercial
EDA Tools in the Cloud

Explore robust, resilient architectures for hosting EDA license
services in the cloud. Dive deep into several AWS architectures
that address the most security-conscious environments. From
VPN access, to on-prem license servers, to global access for all
of your chip design teams, we whiteboard several licensing
models on AWS. AWS, together with EDA vendors provides a
cloud licensing model that all semiconductor customers can
take advantage of, and we provide an update on the current
state of ISV licensing models for commercial EDA tools in the
cloud.

Executive Summit
Overview

MFG307

Chalk Talk: AWS & Manufacturing:
SKF Connects Smart Products with
Smart Factories

Global bearing manufacturer SKF demonstrates how they use
AWS IoT to provide real-time insights into their global customers
to optimize machine health and reduce costs for end users, while
opening up new revenue models. SKF is driving Industry 4.0 within
their own factories, with a new joint interaction between
Operations, and IT. See how the need to monitor and connect the
large number of legacy manufacturing machines in the field today
was designed using AWS Greengrass and self-developed
connectors, all made available on SKF’s Digital Platform. Together
with AWS, the solution ensures reusability for other applications.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Frank Fallon,
VP of Worldwide Financial Services, AWS

AWS Manufacturing
& Auto Contacts

Builders Session: Industrial
Intelligence: Generate Insights from
Historian Data

Build out operational intelligence from your existing data
sources including historian data. In this session, learn how to
build an OSI PI Integrator to access and migrate data from
OSI on premises to an AWS instance to build additional levels
of operational intelligence, including AI/ML capabilities in
quick and easy steps. See how the published OSI Integrator
and DataRPM Quick Start can be used to build predictive
capabilities.

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Derek Magill,
Senior Manager IT, Qualcomm and David
Pellerin, Global BD Semiconductor, AWS

MFG316

Event Venue
and Logistics

FEATURED SPEAKER: Douglas Bellin,
Business Development Lead, AWS

MFG401

Workshop: Rightsizing Your Silicon
Design Environment: Elastic Clusters
for EDA Workload

The static nature of on-premises Electronic Design Automation
(EDA) datacenters limits tools from scaling to meet unforeseen
deadlines and tape-out windows. Dive deep into scalable
architectures for designing chips in the cloud, from RTL to GDSII.
See how an elastic computing cluster dynamically scales using
AWS services. Recently released AWS instance families allow
optimized EDA tool licensing, and elastic scaling to reduce time to
market. We cover instance, storage, network, and security
recommendations, and we also address speeds and feeds for your
specific EDA tools.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Kristopher King,
Manager, Design Verification , Silicon
Optimization, AWS

MANUFACTURING
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State of the Union: AWS Automotive Paving the Way for the Future of the
Automotive Industry

The automotive industry is undergoing rapid change in every
area, and cloud computing is at the center of this
transformation. In this session, learn how leading global
automotive companies Volkswagen Group, BMW Group and
Toyota Research Institute are partnering with AWS to
transition their enterprises to create innovative, connected
brand experiences and future mobility services.

Other Recommended
Sessions

AMT301

Executive Summit
Overview

Breakout: Alexa, Where's my Car? A
Test Drive of the AWS Connected
Vehicle Solution

The transformation of the auto industry from manufacturers
to mobility providers is centered on seamlessly and safely
connecting vehicles to the outside world. In this session, we
discuss how customers are using AWS for a variety of
connected vehicle use cases. Learn how companies leverage
Amazon services such as Alexa, AWS IoT, AWS Greengrass,
AWS Lambda, and Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics to rapidly
develop and deploy innovative mobility services.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sanat Joshi, Head
of WW BD – Auto/Manufacturing, AWS

AMT302

Breakout: Building Volkswagen
Group's Digital Ecosystem

Volkswagen Group’s One Digital Platform provides a holistic
digital ecosystem connecting Volkswagen vehicles with
customers, mobility services, and partners following an open
platform approach. Learn how they accomplish this from a
technical and organizational standpoint, setting up a cloud
platform as a landing zone in AWS for migrating and
replatforming their existing on-premises backend, in-sourcing
development, empowering their internal teams, and
transforming internal processes to enable greater agility and
reduce time to market.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Ulrich Petri, One
Digital Platform Delivery, Volkswagen AG

AMT305

Event Venue
and Logistics

AWS Manufacturing
& Auto Contacts

Breakout: Easy Rider: How ML,
Serverless, and IoT Drive Mobility
as a Service

Vehicle mobility is evolving, from traditional rental and fleet
services, to car sharing, ride hailing, and future driverless
services. Mobility providers need an agile, scalable, digital
platform to manage all aspects of their fleet and its usage. In
this session, Avis Budget Group (ABG) and Slalom will walk
through their serverless mobility platform using the AWS
connected vehicle reference architecture, Amazon
SageMaker, Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics, and AWS
Lambda.

FEATURED SPEAKER: Dean Phillips, WW
Technical Leader Automotive, AWS

AMT304
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Networking
Opportunities

FEATURED SPEAKER: Christopher
Cerruto, VP of Global Enterprise
Architecture, Avis Budget Group

Breakout: Building BMW Group's
Customer Engagement Platform on
AWS

In this session, the BMW Group discusses how it is using
microservices on the AWS Cloud to transform its customer
engagement platform. Learn how the company built its Unified
Configurator Platform (UCP) to serve 30+ branded customerfacing applications with over 300 RESTful API endpoints using
services such as Amazon API Gateway, AWS Lambda, Amazon
Elastic Beanstalk, and AWS Elastic Container Service. Additionally,
the BMW Group discusses how Game Days and Chaos Monkey
methodologies led to the success of the overall program.
FEATURED SPEAKER: Julian Roedig,
Principal Solution Architect, BMW Group

AUTOMOTIVE
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Workshop: Deep Dive into the AWS
Connected Vehicle Reference Solution

In this workshop, we walk through the use cases
demonstrated in the AWS connected vehicle solution, such as
anomaly detection and trip aggregation processing, as well
as the core services in the solution: AWS IoT, AWS
Greengrass, AWS Lambda, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon
Kinesis Data Analytics, and Amazon S3. Participants will
deploy the connected vehicle solution using an AWS
CloudFormation template, and get hands-on experience
deploying the AWS IoT Framework for Automotive Grade
Linux (AGL) on automotive-grade hardware.

Networking
Opportunities

AMT306

ChalkTalk: Build Intelligent
Conversational Agents with Amazon
Neptune and Amazon Sagemaker

Building automated conversational agents is a balancing act
between fine-grained control of messaging and maintaining
logic. In this ChalkTalk, CarLabs, a leader in developing digital
assistants for automotive brands, will describe how they
create their platform using a combination of Amazon
Neptune to encode business rules, Amazon SageMaker to
create a RNN model, and Amazon Mechanical Turk to
determine the highest levels of accuracy.

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Sam Havens,
CTO, CarLabs
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Event Venue
and Logistics

Workshop: Autonomous Vehicle
Development on AWS

In this hands-on workshop, participants walk through the
lifecycle of autonomous vehicle development, starting with
data ingestion and preprocessing, data labeling, and model
training. Participants use an open dataset to train a model
using Amazon SageMaker with Amazon EC2 P3 instances
and MXNet. Participants explore the lifecycle of autonomous
vehicle development and the benefits and flexibility of AWS
for the domain.

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Steve Blackwell,
Senior Consultant – Auto/Manufacturing,
AWS

AMT316

Executive Summit
Overview

FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Dean Phillips,
WW Technical Leader Automotive, AWS

AMT315

ChalkTalk: Building an Augmented
Reality Owner's Manual

As our vehicles adopt more advanced features, customers
find it difficult to understand how to use them. In this
ChalkTalk, we walk through the process of building an
augmented reality vehicle owner’s manual application,
combining augmented reality with Amazon Sumerian, voice
interfaces using Amazon Lex and Amazon Polly, and
underlying data provided by AWS IoT. Attendees walk away
with an understanding of how to build an augmented reality
interface to complement the physical controls of the vehicle
cockpit.
FEATURED SPEAKER(S): Miro Masat,
Solutions Architect, AWS

AUTOMOTIVE

AWS Automotive
Expert Contacts
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Leadership Session: Alexa for
Business

Alexa transformed the smart home market segment and is now
transforming how we interact with applications and technology
at work. In this session, Collin Davis, GM, Alexa for Business,
talks about the new features in Alexa for Business and how
customers are adopting Alexa VUI in their workplace.
Link to session | Chalk talk

Other Recommended
Sessions

ALX306
Repeat available

Repeat available

How to Train Your Alexa Skill
Language Model Using
Machine Learning

In order to create an engaging Alexa skill, you must have a
well-thought-out language model for your voice UI. In this
session, learn how to make your Alexa skill more delightful to
customers by optimizing your language model, providing the
correct training data for your custom intents, and using
specific strategies to improve new and existing language
models. Come prepared for an interactive conversation.
Link to session | Chalk talk
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Fawn Draucker Research Manager; Nate LaFave - Data
Specialist
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Everything You Wanted to
Know about Developing for
Voice Using Alexa

In this chalk talk, we review the common challenges
developers face when building voice experiences for Alexa.
We provide an overview of the history of design in
technology, highlighting what we learned over the years in
developing for a screen. By the end, expect to understand the
similarities and differences between developing for voice and
developing for screen-oriented mediums.
Link to session | Chalk talk

Executive Summit
Overview

ALX304

ALX309

Repeat available

Add In-Skill Purchasing to an
Alexa Skill

In this session, we start with a basic Alexa skill, and then we
integrate in-skill purchasing to enable products to be
purchased using voice.
Link to session | Builder’s session

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Tailor Your Alexa Skill
Responses to Deliver Truly
Personal Experiences

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Andrea Muttoni,
Sr Solutions Architect | Tech Evangelist;
Arianna Aondio - Technical Evangelist

ALX404
Repeat available

Deep Dive into Three Critical
Aspects of Alexa's In-Skill
Purchase API

In this session, we walk through the data flow and user flow
diagrams of an Alexa in-purchase skill, and we show you how
to implement and debug at every stage of the flow. Walk
away with an intimate understanding of how to design and
implement in-skill purchasing, so you can sell digital goods to
your Alexa customers.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Mark Kockerbeck
- Senior Software Dev Manager;
Muhammad Yahia - Software
Development Manager

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jeff Blankenburg,
Senior Alexa Evangelist

View all Alexa Sessions »

Event Venue
and Logistics

Delivering truly personal responses to customers is one of the
most engaging features of an Alexa skill. In this session, learn
the different approaches and best practices in creating
responses that are tailored to each one of your customers. By
applying what you learn, you can keep them coming back to
your voice experience.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Amit Jotwani Alexa Evangelist; German Viscuso, Alexa
Technical Evangelist

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Collin Davis,
General Manager, Alexa for Business

ALX301

Networking
Opportunities

ALEXA

What to expect
in 2018
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DAT206

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Leadership Session: AWS Database
and Analytics

We’re witnessing an unprecedented growth in the amount of
data collected and stored in the cloud. Getting insights from
this data requires database and analytics services that scale
and perform in ways not possible before. In this session, we
provide an overview of the database and analytics services at
AWS, new services and features we launched this year, and
how customers are using these services.
Link to session | Breakout session

Other Recommended
Sessions

ANT206

Networking
Opportunities

Under the Hood: How Amazon Uses
AWS Services for Analytics at a
Massive Scale

As Amazon's consumer business continues to grow, so does
the volume of data and the number and complexity of the
analytics done in support of the business. In this session, we
talk about how Amazon.com uses AWS technologies to build
a scalable environment for data and analytics.
Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

ANT212

ANT367

Amazon Kinesis makes it easy to collect, process, and analyze
real-time, streaming data so you can get timely insights and
react quickly to new information. The first problem
customers solve using Amazon Kinesis is how to get data into
a stream. In this builders session, we walk you through the
options of writing data to a stream and the pros and cons of
each option.
Link to session | Builder’s session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Yasemin Avcular,
Software Development Engineer, AWS
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AWS Oil & Gas
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Moving out of the Data Center to
Reach More Customer Targets

Connecting with more people and learning about their
challenges so you can inform them of your offerings is vital
to fueling the growth of your business. In this session, learn
how a leading automation company is using NetApp Cloud
Volumes and AWS to break free from their data center and
reach more clients.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Raju Gulabani - VP
Databases, Analytics and ML , DBS
Leadership, AWS

Ingesting High-Volume, High-Speed
Data Using Amazon Kinesis

Event Venue
and Logistics

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Delya Jansen,
NetApp; Ingo Fuchs, NetApp

ANT318
Repeat available

Build, Deploy and Serve
Machine Learning Models on
Streaming Data

As data exponentially grows, there is an increasing need to
use machine learning (ML) to gather insights at scale and to
use those insights to perform real-time predictions on
incoming data. Learn how to train an Apache Spark model
using Amazon SageMaker that is pointed to Apache Livy and
running on an Amazon EMR Spark cluster, and how to host
the Spark model on Amazon SageMaker.
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Karthik Sonti Solutions Architect, AWS; Varun Rao
Bhamidimarri - Solutions Architect, AWS;
Radhika Ravirala - Specialist SA, AWS

View all Analytics Sessions »

ANT311

Deploying Business Analytics
at Enterprise Scale with
Amazon QuickSight

One of the biggest trade-offs customers usually make when
deploying BI solutions at scale is agility versus governance. In
this session, learn how you can avoid making this trade-off
using Amazon QuickSight. Easily deploy Amazon QuickSight
to thousands of users using Microsoft Active Directory and
Federated SSO, while securely accessing your data sources in
Amazon VPCs or on-premises. .
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jose Kunnackal
John - Sr. Product Manager – Technical,
AWS; Thorsten Scholz - Chief Technology
Officer, Forwood Safety

ANALYTICS

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

ANT327

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Best Practices to Secure a Data Lake
on AWS

As customers are looking to build Data lakes to AWS,
managing security, catalog and data quality becomes a
challenge. Once data is put on Amazon S3, there are multiple
processing engines to access it. In this session, we explore the
major AWS analytics services and platforms that customers
can use to access data in the data Lake and provide best
practices on securing them.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Tony Nguyen Senior Big Data Consultant, AWS; Varun Rao
Bhamidimarri - Solutions Architect, AWS

ANT309

Build and Govern Your Data Lakes
with AWS Glue

As data volumes grow and customers store more data on
AWS, they often have valuable data that is not easily
discoverable and available for analytics. Learn how AWS Glue
makes it easy to build and manage enterprise-grade data
lakes on Amazon S3, and how you can set appropriate
security policies. Additionally, Robinhood will share how they
built a robust, petabyte scale data lake with AWS Glue.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Prajakta Damle Principal Product Manager, AWS; Arpan
Shah - Engineering Manager, Data,
Robinhood
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Other Recommended
Sessions

ANT209

Networking
Opportunities

A New Approach for Security &
Compliance Success in the Cloud

Many CISOs recognize that legacy tools and practices in
managing security and compliance don't lift and shift as
easily. In this session, we explore security technology trends,
lessons learned, and best practices from organizations who
have been there, done that, and continue to thrive. Hear
insights from security leaders about how they leverage AWS
services and Sumo Logic Security Analytics.
Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

ANT346

Have Your Front End and
Monitor It, Too

Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) is both a search
solution and a log monitoring solution. In this session, we
address both. We build a front-end, PHP web server that
provides a search experience as well as backend monitoring
to send Apache web logs, syslogs, and application logs to
Amazon ES. In addition, we use security best practices and
deploy everything into a VPC.
Link to session | Workshop

Lock It Down: Configure End-toEnd Security & Access Control on
Amazon EMR

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Christopher
Bozeman – Software Dev Manager, AWS;
Abhishek Sinha - Principle Product Manager,
AWS; Mert Hocanin, Big Data Architect, AWS

ANT335

How to Automate Security Learning
at Scale

The mountain of data generated by your deployment can be
a valuable source of insight for your security practice, if you
take advantage of some key tools on the AWS Cloud. In this
session, learn how to build an analytics process that uses
security tools, whether from AWS or the community, to
create a continuous feedback loop to maintain and improve
the security of your deployments.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Kevin Fallis, Senior
Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS

View all Analytics Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Amazon EMR helps you process all your data for analytics,
but with great scale comes great responsibility—you need to
make sure that data is secured by design. In this builders
session, we walk through how to configure your environment
to take full advantage of comprehensive security controls.
Link to session | Builder’s session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Dave Frampton,
Sumo Logic

ANT303

Event Venue
and Logistics

ANALYTICS

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

SRV325

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Modern Application Development:
A Leadership Discussion

In this session, learn about all the new platform features
across serverless, containers, and developer tools. David
Richardson, Vice President of Serverless, and Deepak Singh,
Director of Compute Services, showcase how developers can
leverage containers, AWS Lambda, and Developer Tools to
build their most critical applications in the cloud.
Link to session | Breakout session

Other Recommended
Sessions

API302

Repeat available

Automate Testing & Deployment
of Modern Serverless Apps

Continuous deployment enables you to be more productive
and deliver a more stable product. In this session, learn how
to utilize CI/CD techniques when deploying AWS services like
AWS Step Functions, Amazon API Gateway, and AWS
Lambda resources. Get into the nuts and bolts of handling
versions, testing, and deploying using AWS CodePipeline, and
monitoring performance using Amazon CloudWatch.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jonathan Clark Software Development Manager

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

Serverless State Management &
Orchestration for Modern Apps

Keeping track of state and orchestrating the components of a
distributed application is complex. AWS Step Functions
makes the job simpler, faster, and more intuitive. In this
session, learn how to leverage AWS Step Functions to design
and run workflows for your serverless, containerized, and
instance-based architectures.
Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

API317
Repeat available

API305

Choosing the Right Messaging
Service for Your Distributed App

Modern cloud architectures depend on messaging services to
connect and coordinate distributed applications. In this
session, learn how to build message channels with Amazon
SQS, Amazon SNS, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon MQ, Amazon
DynamoDB streams, Redis Pub/Sub, and more. Leave this
session with an understanding of how to choose the
messaging services that help optimize your applications.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Kuba Wojciak Principal Software Dev Eng;, Sidartha
Chauhan - Solutions Architect

View all Application Integration Sessions »

Event Venue
and Logistics

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Securing Data in Serverless
Applications and Messaging Services

Learn the process of designing a serverless application that
secures customer data sent to the cloud. The design uses
features recently introduced by Amazon SNS and Amazon SQS,
including AWS KMS keys for encrypting messages at rest, and
Amazon VPC endpoints powered by AWS PrivateLink for
sending messages without traversing the public internet.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Andre Dufour - Sr
Manager, AWS Orchestration Services; Nick
Whalen - Principal Software Engineer,
Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research

FEATURED SPEAKERS: David Richardson
- VP, Serverless; Deepak Singh - Director,
Compute Services

API318

Networking
Opportunities

FEATURED SPEAKER: Otavio Ferreira Manager, Amazon SNS

API401
Repeat available

Manage Long-Lived Transactions
with AWS Step Functions

AWS Step Functions is a fully-managed serverless workflowmanagement service. Join us to learn how you can use Step
Functions to implement the Saga design pattern. You need
your own laptop with administrator privileges, both the AWS
CLI and AWS SAM CLI installed, and an active AWS account
with power user access.
Link to session | Builder’s session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Stephen Liedig Senior Solutions Architect

APPLICATION INTEGRATION

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

ARC301

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Cost Optimization Tooling

In this session, learn about the latest features in our cost
management tooling. The presentation is given by the Cost
Insights service team and supported by cost optimization
experts from across our business.
Link to session | Chalk talk

Other Recommended
Sessions

ARC302

Repeat available

From One to Many: Evolving
VPC Design

In this session, we follow the evolution of a single regional
VPC to a multi-VPC, multi-region design with diverse
connectivity into on-premises systems and infrastructure.
Along the way, we investigate creative customer solutions for
scaling and securing outbound VPC traffic, securing private
access to Amazon S3, integrating existing customer networks
through AWS Direct Connect, and more.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Androski Spicer Solutions Architect

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

Architecting a Serverless Data Lake

In this workshop, learn how to create a serverless data lake
architecture. Understand how to ingest data at scale from
multiple data sources, how to transform the data, and how
to catalog it to make it available for querying using a variety
of tools. Also learn how to set up governance and data
quality controls.
Link to session | Workshop

Executive Summit
Overview

ARC306

ARC317
Repeat available

Reliability of the Cloud: How AWS
Achieves High Availability

In this chalk talk, we explore the implementation details of
achieving availability and reliability, as described in the
whitepaper, AWS Well-Architected Framework - Reliability Pillar.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Rodney Lester Well-Architected: Reliability Lead; Shaun
Ray - Manager of Technical Evangelism

View all Architecture Sessions »

Event Venue
and Logistics

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Breaking up the Monolith

Legacy applications are everywhere. When should you begin
to refactor to a microservices approach, and what are the best
ways to approach this challenge? In this chalk talk, we walk
through a real-world example of breaking up a monolith.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sundar
Raghavan - Solutions Architect; Mike
Gillespie - Solutions Architect; Amardeep
Chudda - Solutions Architecture

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nathan Besh Well-Architected: Cost Lead; Eugene
Khvostov - Senior Product Manager

ARC309

Networking
Opportunities

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Xavier
Hutchinson - Solutions Architect; Tom
Whateley - Solutions Architect

ARC403

Resiliency Testing: Verify That Your
System Is as Reliable as You Think

In this workshop, we illustrate how to set up your own
resiliency testing. We set up a simple three-tier architecture
and explore the failure modes with Bash and Python scripts.
To participate, you need an account that can run AWS
CloudFormation, AWS Step Functions, AWS Lambda,
Application Load Balancers, Amazon EC2, Amazon RDS
(MySQL), and the AWS Database Migration Service.
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Christian
Williams - Enterprise Solutions Architect;
Nithin Reddy Cheruku - Cloud
Infrastructure Architect; and more

ARCHITECTURE
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AIS301

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Artificial Intelligence Summit

The AI Summit at re:Invent showcases the latest in AI
research and emerging trends. In 30-minute Lightning Talks,
attendees hear from leaders in the research community who
share their perspectives on everything from AI-fueled cancer
research to quantum computing. The AI Summit is held on
Tuesday November 27th from 1:00pm to 5:30pm. Presenters
include Alexandre Bayen (UC Berkeley), Mona Singh
(Princeton University), Rohit Prasad (Amazon AI), Thorsten
Joachims (Cornell University), Jodi Forlizzi (Carnegie Mellon
University), Ronald Fedkiw (Stanford University), and more.
Link to session | Lightning talk

ANT366

Real-Time Machine Learning
Using Amazon Kinesis and
Amazon SageMaker

Amazon SageMaker is a fully managed platform that enables
developers and data scientists to quickly and easily build,
train, and deploy ML models at any scale. Amazon Kinesis
makes it easy to collect, process, and analyze real-time,
streaming data. In this builders session, we walk through how
the two services can be used in conjunction to perform realtime ML at any scale.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Praveen Gattu Software Development Manager, AWS
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Other Recommended
Sessions

AIM202

Networking
Opportunities

Leadership Session:
Machine Learning

Amazon has a long history in AI, from personalization and
recommendation engines to robotics in fulfillment centers.
Amazon Go, Amazon Alexa, and Amazon Prime Air are also
examples. In this session, learn more about the latest
machine learning services from AWS, and hear from
customers who are partnering with AWS for innovative AI.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Executive Summit
Overview

AIM201
Repeat available

Repeat available

Build, Train, and Deploy ML
Models Quickly and Easily with
Amazon SageMaker

Amazon SageMaker takes away the heavy lifting of machine
learning, thus removing the typical barriers associated with
machine learning. In this session, we'll dive deep into the
technical details of each of the modules of Amazon
SageMaker to showcase the capabilities of the platform. We
will also talk about practical deployments of SageMaker
through real-world customer examples.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Leo Dirac Principal Engineer, AI Platforms, AWS; Lluis
Canet - Vice President, 21st Century Fox

View all AI/ML Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Machine Learning for the Enterprise

Leading companies are using machine learning (ML) to power
innovation across industries, including financial services. In
this session, learn how to build scalable ML solutions using
the Amazon SageMaker platform, as well as our services for
computer vision, language, and analytics. We’ll also demo
real-world use cases for enterprises to get more value from
their data and integrate and manage intelligent systems.
Link to session | Breakout Session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Kumar Venkateswar
- Principal Product Manager, AWS; Gabor
Melli - Sr Director of Engineering, Sony
Interactive Entertainment

FEATURED SPEAKERS: AWS AI/ML
specialists

AIM404

Event Venue
and Logistics

AIM422

Fraud Detection and Prevention
using Amazon SageMaker and
Amazon Neptune

Business fraud is a growing concern across online and offline
transactions. In this chalk talk, we dive into detecting fraud
using machine learning with Amazon SageMaker and
Amazon Neptune. We discuss the details of building models,
such as class imbalance. We also discuss the different costs of
false positives and false negatives.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKER: Abhishek Mishra Solution Architect, AWS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

AIM301
Repeat available

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Deep Learning for Developers: An
Introduction

Deep learning has the potential to enable extremely
advanced AI applications. In this session, understand how
deep learning works, and learn key concepts such as neural
networks, activation functions, and optimizers. We show you
how deep learning models improve through complex pattern
recognition to produce more accurate insights and
predictions. Also learn how to get started using popular deep
learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow and PyTorch.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Other Recommended
Sessions

AIM303
Repeat available

Create a Question and Answer Bot
with Amazon Lex and Alexa

A recent poll showed that 44% of customers would rather
talk to a chatbot than a to human for customer support. In
this workshop, we show you how to build a Q&A bot that
uses Amazon Lex and Alexa to provide a conversational
interface for your customers to ask questions and get
relevant answers quickly. We also show you how to use
Amazon Elasticsearch Service on the backend.
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Bob Potterveld Senior Consultant, AWS; Bob Strahan Principal Consultant, AWS; John Calhoun Associate Solutions Architect, AWS
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Create Smart and Interactive Apps
with Intelligent Language Services
on AWS

Amazon brings natural language processing, automatic
speech recognition, text-to-speech services, and neural
machine translation technologies within the reach of every
developers. In this session, learn how to add intelligence to
any application with machine learning services that provide
language and chatbot functions. See how others are defining
and building the next generation of apps.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Executive Summit
Overview

AIM415
Repeat available

AIM319
Repeat available

Build Multichannel Conversational
Interfaces Using Amazon Lex

Learn how to build a multichannel conversational interface
that uses a preprocessing layer in front of Amazon Lex, or
route messages to other specialized bots. Amazon Lex offers
built-in integrations with Slack, Twilio, Marketo, Salesforce,
QuickBooks, Zendesk, and more. Also learn how to integrate
with any other application by combining the Amazon Lex API
and Amazon API Gateway.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Harshal
Pimpalkhute - Sr. Product Manager, Tech,
Amazon Lex

View all AI/ML Sessions »

Event Venue
and Logistics

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Capture Voice of Customer Insights
with NLP & Analytics

Understanding your customers is easier today than ever
before. Natural language capabilities can capture a wealth of
information, such as user sentiment and conversational
intent. This workshop teaches you how to build an analytics
pipeline that includes natural language processing (NLP) to
better understand how to improve the customer experience.
Link to session | Workshop

FEATURED SPEAKER: Vikram
Anbazhagan - Sr. Manager, Product
Management – Amazon Lex

FEATURED SPEAKER: Hagay Lupesko –
Solutions Delivery Manager, MXNet SDK

AIM314

Networking
Opportunities

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Yasser El-Haggan Principal Solutions Architect, AWS; Ben
Snively - Principal Solutions Architect, AWS

AIM318
Repeat available

Create the Voices You Want with
Amazon Polly

Many of today's text-to-speech systems limit your choices to
a few voices. If these voices aren't right for your needs, the
process of adding more voices is usually costly and time
consuming. Learn how you can use Amazon Polly for speech
production and to modify voices for a range of uses, from
game development and telephony to web publishing.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Maciej Chmielarz
– SDET, Amazon Text-to-Speech; Remus
Mois - Sr. Manager, Amazon Text to
Speech

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING
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AVR203

Oil & Gas
Sessions

What's New in AR & VR: State of the
World Report

In this session, Amazon Sumerian leaders provide an
overview of the evolution of the augmented reality/virtual
reality (AR/VR) industry. They discuss what has changed since
Sumerian was announced at re:Invent 2017. This is an
immersive session, with examples and demonstrations of
immersive experiences created using Amazon Sumerian.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Other Recommended
Sessions

AVR201

Repeat available

How ThingLogix Redefined the
Conference Experience for VMworld
Attendees

In this session, experts from AWS and leaders from ThingLogix
provide a technical deep dive on an innovative VR experience
created for VMware. The VR-based experience provides a new,
immersive way to learn about VMmare Cloud, and a real-time
demonstration of how Amazon Sumerian integrates with Amazon
Lex, Amazon Polly, and AWS IoT services. Attendees learn how to
replicate this experience across use cases and industries.
Link to session | Chalk talk
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Isaac Jeppsen TPM, AWS; Rob Rastovich - OR,
Thinglogix
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Create a Virtual Concierge Using
Sumerian Hosts

In this talk, we review the challenges of adding a virtual
character to AR/VR applications and highlight how Amazon
Sumerian solves these challenges. We discuss leading use cases
and demonstrate how customers are creating dynamic,
interactive virtual concierges using Sumerian hosts integrated
with various AWS technologies, such as Amazon Polly, Amazon
Lex, Amazon Rekognition, and AWS Lambda.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Nell Waliczek Principal Engineer; Kyle Roche - GM, AWS
AR/VR

ARV355

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

AVR302
Repeat available

Repeat available

Optimizing Your Immersive
Application: Tips & Tricks from
the Experts

In this this session, we provide insights into advanced settings
to increase the performance of your scene by optimizing the
environment, adjusting settings, modifying asset size, etc.
Come prepared to raise questions, discuss challenges, and
create solutions with experienced Amazon Sumerian experts.
Link to session | Builders session

The State Machine: Create Dynamic,
Interactive AR, VR, & 3D Experiences

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chris Azer - IoT
Specialist Solutions Architect, AWS

AVR403
Repeat available

Machine Learning in the Edge Enhanced by Amazon Sumerian

In this session, learn how to integrate AWS IoT services, AWS
Greengrass, Amazon Machine Learning, and Amazon Sumerian.
We demonstrate real-time inference analysis of photographs for
object recognition, and we hold a discussion on applying these
capabilities to other use cases and industries.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Simith Nambiar Consultant, IoT , AWS Professional
Services

FEATURED SPEAKER: Steve Suhy Principal Art Director

View all AR/VR Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

In this session, learn to use the state machine to bring
behaviors and interactivity to objects within their scene.
Together, we create an interactive 3D scene using primitive
shapes and basic objects. Learn how to import assets, change
their position within a scene, and creative interactive
behaviors using the state machine.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jake Smeester Content Creative Specialist, AWS

AVR402

Event Venue
and Logistics

AR/VR
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CMP207

Oil & Gas
Sessions

AWS Compute Leadership Session:
What’s New in Amazon EC2,
Containers, and Serverless

Matt Garman, VP of AWS Compute Services, introduces the
latest innovations in the compute space. In this keynote
address, we announce new compute capabilities, and we share
insights into what makes the AWS compute business unique.
We also announce new capabilities for Amazon EC2 instances,
EC2 networking, EC2 Spot Instances, Amazon Lightsail,
Containers, and Serverless. Matt will be joined by executives
from our customers and partners.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Other Recommended
Sessions

CMP307
Repeat available

Repeat available

High Performance Computing on
AWS: Driving Innovation without
Infrastructure Constraints

AWS HPC solutions deliver significant leaps in compute
performance, memory capacity and bandwidth and I/O scalability.
The highly customizable computing platform and robust partner
ecosystem enable teams to imagine new approaches so they can
fail forward faster, delivering more answers to more questions
without the need for costly, on-premises upgrades.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ian Colle - GM, AWS
Batch and HPC; Ken Robbins - Executive
Director of Engineering, Novartis Institutes
for BioMedical Research
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Deep Dive on Amazon EC2
Instances & Performance
Optimization Best Practices

In this session, we provide an overview of the Amazon EC2
instance platform, key platform features, and the concept of
instance generations. We dive into the current generation
design choices of the different instance families, including the
General Purpose, Compute Optimized, Storage Optimized,
Memory Optimized, and GPU instance families. We also detail
best practices and share performance tips.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Matt Garman – Vice
President, EC2 Compute Services, AWS

CMP302

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

CMP411
Repeat available

Repeat available

Set Up a Million-Core Cluster to
Accelerate HPC Workloads

In this session, we examine the evolution of the engineering
teams at one of our key HPC customers, and how they expanded
their use of AWS for HPC solutions to model new technologies
and capabilities prior to production. The path recently culminated
with the deployment of a large HPC cluster, scaling over a million
vCPUs, to validate how the virtually unlimited infrastructure
offered by AWS can maximize productivity.
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKER: Alex Emilcar Enterprise Solutions Architect, AWS; Aydn
Bekirov – TAM, AWS; Gregory Parker ,
Western Digital Corporation

View all Compute Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Deploy and Scale a Multi-Tier
Application with Amazon Lightsail

You're just getting started on your cloud journey. Perhaps
you've deployed a simple application on AWS, but you're curious
about how you can manage more complex workloads. In this
session, we walk through some considerations to keep in mind
when deploying multi-tier applications. We can even migrate
one of your applications, or you can try it out on one of our
demo apps.
Link to session | Builders session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sairam Sasank
Chundi - Software Development
Engineer, AWS; George Elissaios - EC2,
Senior Manager, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Mark Duffield Tech Leader, Semiconductors

CMP404

Event Venue
and Logistics

CMP419
Repeat available

Selecting the Right Storage for
Your HPC Workload

In this session, we discuss the factors you should consider in
selecting the right storage solution for your HPC workload.
Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Guillaume
Mangeot - Senior Consultant – HPC, AWS

COMPUTE
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CON202

Oil & Gas
Sessions

What's New with Containers on AWS

In this session, we cover the state of containerized application
development and deployment trends. We talk about new
container capabilities on AWS that are available now as well
as options for running containerized applications on AWS.
Finally, we describe how AWS customers successfully run
container workloads in production.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER:
AWS containers specialist

CON307

Production-Ready Environments
for Kubernetes

In this session, learn how Cisco can help you accelerate your
Kubernetes adoption with platforms for lifecycle
management of both your existing and new containerized
applications and infrastructure. We take an in-depth look at
Cisco networking, security, cloud, and application
performance management for Kubernetes. This session is
brought to you by AWS partner, Cisco Systems Inc.
Link to session | Breakout Session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Jeremy Oakey Senior Director, Cloud Platform and
Solutions Group, Cisco
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Other Recommended
Sessions

CON301

Networking
Opportunities

Mastering Kubernetes on AWS

Kubernetes offers a powerful abstraction layer for managing
containerized infrastructure. Amazon Elastic Container
Service for Kubernetes (Amazon EKS) makes it easy to run
Kubernetes on AWS without having to manage master nodes
or the etcd operator. In this session, we cover what you need
to know to get your application up and running with
Kubernetes on AWS.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Yaniv Donenfeld Business Development Manager, AWS

CON309

Building with Containers in Highly
Regulated Environments

In this session, learn about best practices and common
architectures for building containerized application in highly
regulated industries. We discuss how to implement a
compliant and documented CI/CD process for containers, as
well as cover what you need to know about ensuring the
security and standards for every part of a containerized
application, from repository to instance.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Madhuri Peri Solution Architect, AWS

View all Containers Sessions »

Executive Summit
Overview
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Container Security and Avoiding
the 2 A.M. Call

CON303

One of the challenges that customers encounter is how to
secure their applications running in containers. Traditional
security practices and tools are designed for applications
running directly on the hosts, whereas containers are virtualized
and multi-tenant. In this session, we show you techniques that
you can use to secure hosts, containers themselves, and the
applications hosted in individual containers.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: AWS containers
specialist

CON401

Microservices Networking for
Speed and Scale

Building microservices enables you to decouple parts of your
application so you can develop and deploy code faster. But
once your microservices are running, how do you ensure that
they can seamlessly communicate with each other? In this
session, we dive deep into microservices networking and
discuss how you can build, secure, and manage the
communications into, out of, and between the various
microservices that make up your application.
Link to session | Breakout Session
FEATURED SPEAKER:
AWS containers specialist

CONTAINERS
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Building with AWS Databases:
Match Your Workload to the
Right Database

Evaluating the best database to use for a job isn't as clear as it
was ten years ago. We'll discuss the ideal use cases for relational
and nonrelational data services, including Amazon ElastiCache
for Redis, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon Aurora, Amazon
Neptune, and Amazon Redshift. This session digs into how to
evaluate a new workload for the best managed database option.
Link to session | Breakout Session

Other Recommended
Sessions

DAT303

Repeat available

Replicate & Manage Data
Using Managed Databases
& Serverless Technologies

This workshop leverages AWS managed database services
and serverless technologies to help replicate, manage, and
analyze data using an MLB dataset. We replicate a SQL Server
database to Amazon Aurora Serverless using AWS Database
Migration Service (AWS DMS) and AWS Schema Conversion
Tool. At the same time, we use AWS Glue to transform and
load the data to Amazon S3. Bring your laptop
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Prahlad Rao Solutions Architect, AWS; Shree Kenghe Solution Architect, AWS
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Protecting Your Greatest Asset
(Your Data): Security Best
Practices on DynamoDB

In this session, learn about the security features built into
Amazon DynamoDB and how you can best use them to
protect your data. We show you how customers are using the
available options for controlling access to their tables and the
content stored within those tables. We also show you how
customers are protecting the contents of their tables with
encryption, and how they monitor access to their data.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Rick Houlihan - Sr.
Practice Manager, AWS DynamoDB

DAT308

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

DAT307
Repeat available

Repeat available

Building Your First Graph
Application with Amazon Neptune

In this session, get hands on with Amazon Neptune and build
a cloud-based graph application. Learn how to quickly load
data and begin writing Gremlin traversals.
Link to session | Workshop

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sainath Mallidi - Sr
Software Dev Engineer, AWS; Divij Vaidya
- Sr. Software Dev Engineer, AWS

View all Databases Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Running Oracle Databases
on Amazon RDS and
Migrating to PostgreSQL

We review the basics of Amazon Relational Database Service
(Amazon RDS) and how Oracle databases run in Amazon RDS.
We then leverage the combination of AWS Schema Conversion
Tool (AWS SCT) and AWS Database Migration Service (AWS
DMS), and we show you how to migrate your databases to
Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL. You need a laptop with a Firefox or
Chrome browser and a working AWS account.
Link to session | Workshop

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Michael Russo Database Engineer, AWS; Sameer Malik Sr. Databases Specialist SA, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: Conor Cahill Principal Security Engineer, AWS

DAT310

Event Venue
and Logistics

DAT321

Amazon DynamoDB Under the Hood:
How We Built a Hyper-Scale Database

Learn how Amazon DynamoDB was built as the hyper-scale
database for internet-scale applications. This session discloses
for the first time the underpinnings of DynamoDB, and how
we run a fully managed nonrelational database used by more
than 100,000 customers. We cover the underlying technical
aspects of how an application works with DynamoDB for
authentication, metadata, storage nodes, streams, and more.
Link to session | Breakout Session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jaso Sorenson Senior Principal Engineer, AWS

DATABASES

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

DEV210

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Moving to DevOps the Amazon Way

DEV305
Repeat available

Repeat available

DevOps is currently one of the most sought after engineering
models. One reason is that it helps enterprise transformations.
The Amazon transformation to DevOps was born out of the
desire to be even more customer obsessed, more agile, and
more innovative. Come and learn from our journey as we
share the playbook that helped us successfully implement
and adopt DevOps as well as the lessons we learned.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Ajit Zadgaonkar Head of Global DevOps Specialty
Practice, AWS

DEV311

Other Recommended
Sessions

Breaking Observability Chaos:
Best Practices to Monitor AWS
Cloud Native Apps

Companies that are building and deploying modern
applications need to have observability across metrics, logs,
and traces to gain operational visibility of systems and
resources, debug and analyze applications, and optimize
customer experience. In this session, we leverage Amazon
CloudWatch and AWS X-Ray to highlight best practices for
addressing monitoring challenges that most customers face. .
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Marcos Ortiz
- Solutions Architect, AWS; Jon
Jozwiak - Solutions Architect, AWS

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

Networking
Opportunities

AWS DevOps Essentials: An
Introductory Workshop on CI/CD Best
Practices

In few hours, quickly learn how to effectively leverage various
AWS services to improve developer productivity and reduce the
overall time to market for new product capabilities. In this
session, we demonstrate a prescriptive approach to
incrementally adopt and embrace some of the best practices
around continuous integration and delivery using AWS
developer tools and third-party solutions, including AWS
CodeCommit, AWS CodeBuild, Jenkins, and AWS CodePipeline.
Link to session | Workshop
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jeet Shangari - Senior
Technical Account Manager, AWS; Karthik
Thirugnanasambandam - Solutions Architect, AWS

DEV317
Repeat available

Advanced Continuous Delivery
Best Practices

Continuous delivery (CD) enables teams to be more agile and
quickens the pace of innovation. Too often, however, teams
adopt CD without putting the right safety mechanisms in
place. In this talk, we discuss opportunities for you to
transform your software release process into a safer one. We
explore various DevOps best practices, showcasing sample
applications and code with AWS CodePipeline and AWS
CodeDeploy. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Leo Zhadanovsky Principal Solutions Architect, AWS; Felipe
Almeida - Senior Software Dev Engineer, AWS

View all DevOps Sessions »

Executive Summit
Overview

Event Venue
and Logistics

DEV309

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

CI/CD for Serverless and
Containerized Applications

Repeat available

To get the most out of the agility afforded by serverless and
containers, it is essential to build CI/CD pipelines that help
teams iterate on code and quickly release features. In this
talk, we demonstrate how developers can build effective
CI/CD release workflows to manage their serverless or
containerized deployments on AWS. We cover infrastructureas-code (IaC) application models, such as AWS Serverless
Application Model (AWS SAM) and new imperative IaC tools.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Clare Liguori Principal Engineer, AWS

Driving DevOps Transformation
in Enterprises

DEV320

In this session, learn how AWS is helping enterprises adopt
the DevOps model and automation in their journey to the
cloud. By using the DevOps principle to treat your
infrastructure environments as code, you can automate and
easily scale your lifecycle environments. Learn how services
like AWS CloudFormation and AWS OpsWorks enable you to
automate your instance provisioning and configurations as
code, ensuring consistent, compliant, and scalable cloud
infrastructure. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Rahul Gulati Product Manager, AWS

DEVOPS

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

ENT220

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Leadership Session: The Future of
Enterprise IT

The cloud is enabling the transformation of IT in the
enterprise at an unprecedented rate. No longer is IT viewed
just as a provider of services, but increasingly it is viewed as a
strategically important team that plays a central role in the
creation of new business value. How are enterprise IT leaders
responding, and what are the people, process and technology
shifts needed to build agile and innovative organizations?.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sandy Carter VP, Compute Solutions, AWS; Bridget Frey
- CTO, Redfin

ENT306
Repeat available

Transforming Product Development
in the Cloud

Many organizations that embark on a journey to the cloud
view this effort as an opportunity to transform their legacy
operations and development practices. DevOps, Agile
software development, and Design Thinking are the popular
methodologies for successfully speeding the delivery of new
products and features and developing a more customercentric mindset. In this session, we break down the essential
components of each method. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Miriam
McLemore - Director, Enterprise Strategy,
AWS; Thomas Blood - Enterprise
Evangelist, AWS

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

Other Recommended
Sessions

ENT205
Repeat available

Networking
Opportunities

Executing a Large-Scale Migration
to AWS

We have partnered with hundreds of customers in their
large-scale migration to the AWS Cloud. In this session, we
discuss some of the common challenges that our customers
have faced during these migrations and how they overcame
them. We also describe the patterns that make migrations
successful and the mechanisms we created to help our
customers migrate faster. Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

Event Venue
and Logistics

ENT226
Repeat available

Repeat available

Enterprise DevOps:
Patterns of Efficiency

DevOps is a powerful movement that can help enterprises
speed up their rate of innovation. But many large
organizations struggle to implement DevOps at scale due to
conflicts (real and perceived) with existing IT processes.
Enterprise DevOps is the convergence of the speed and
agility from modern development processes with the
governance, security, and compliance control from traditional
IT operations processes. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Ajit Zadgaonkar Head - Global DevOps Specialty Practice,
AWS; Mark Schwartz - Enterprise
Strategist, AWS

View all Enterprise & Hybrid Sessions »

Control for Your Cloud Environment
Using AWS Management Tools

As customers migrate to the cloud, IT needs to maintain
structured compliance and governance while providing
developers with the flexibility to manage cloud resources at
scale. In this session, learn how AWS management tools
provide a set of services to track changes to resources, audit
actions, manage change, and gain insights. We also show
how you can use built-in safety controls to automatically
perform actions and remediation.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Jonathan Allen Enterprise Strategist, AWS; Joe Chung Director, Enterprise Strategy, AWS; Mike
Wittig - VP, Infrastructure Engineering, Nike

ENT311

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

FEATURED SPEAKER: Jonathan Weiss Senior Manager, AWS

ENT319

Eliminate Migration Confusion: Speed
Migration with Automated Tracking

Customers migrating to AWS can use AWS Migration Hub to
obtain a single view of all migrations into AWS. In this
session, we provide an in-depth walkthrough of migration
execution best practices and automated migration tracking.
Learn how to use the Migration Hub migration dashboard to
quickly understand the current state and velocity of your
application migrations Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Michael Sciscenti Senior Product Manager, AWS; Diego
Dalmolin - Partner Solutions Architect

ENTERPRISE & HYBRID

What to expect
in 2018

IOT214
Repeat available

re:Invent Agenda

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Machine Learning at the IoT Edge

Whether it's connected cars, smart home devices, or industrial
applications, IoT applications are rapidly becoming more
intelligent. Edge computing is helping lead this
transformation as IoT devices not only collect and transmit
data, but also perform predictive analytics and respond to
local events, even without cloud connectivity. In this session,
learn about ML inference at the edge, why it matters, and
how to use it to build intelligent IoT applications.
Link to session | Breakout session

Other Recommended
Sessions

IOT305

IoT Analytics Workshop

Repeat available

This workshop enables customers to work with the AWS IoT
Analytics service. Participants learn to configure AWS IoT
Analytics as well as ingest, explore, and visualize the data.
Link to session | Workshop

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Neel Mitra Solutions Architect, AWS; Harish
Rajagopalan - Solutions Architect, AWS

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

AWS IoT Core Workshop

Repeat available

Get hands on with the main components of AWS IoT Core.
You will learn how to connect and manage your devices,
secure device connections and data, process and act upon
device data, and read and set device state at any time. You
will see how the Device Gateway serves as the entry point for
IoT devices connecting to AWS. Link to session | Workshop

FEATURED SPEAKER: Nobutaka
Nakazawa - CTO, Brains Technology, Inc.

IOT314

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

IOT308

Deep Dive into New AWS IoT
Services Launched in 2018

Take a deep dive into the newer services available in 2018 for
AWS IoT. In this session, we look at new features added to
AWS IoT Core and AWS Greengrass with Edge ML, and then
deep dive into AWS IoT Analytics, AWS Device Management,
and AWS IoT Device Defender. Learn more about when to
use some of these services and explore comparisons between
them. Link to session | Chalk Talk

FEATURED SPEAKER: Craig Williams Partner Solutions Architect, AWS

View all Internet of Things Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

IoT at Scale: Monitor and Manage
Devices with AWS IoT Device
Management

AWS IoT Device Management makes it easy to securely
onboard, organize, monitor, and remotely manage IoT
devices at scale. In this hands-on, CLI-oriented workshop,
learn about AWS IoT Device Management features such as
onboarding options, over-the-air (OTA) updates, fleet
indexing, thing groups, and fine-grained logging. Gain an
understanding of how to automate management of IoT
devices. Link to session | Builders session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Chris Snowden Sr. Technical Account Manager, AWS

IOT320

Event Venue
and Logistics

FEATURED SPEAKER: Philipp Sacha Specialist Solutions Architect IoT, AWS

IOT401

Implementing Multi-Region AWS IoT

This session will walk you through the stages of going multiregion with AWS IoT. We will first tackle common challenges
around setting up your accounts and permissions for AWS
IoT. Then we’ll dive into different modes of multi-region
deployments using multiple AWS services. Then we will cover
the nuances of moving devices across locations and how you
can plan, monitor, and execute on your IoT application.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Olawale Oladehin
- Sr. IoT Specialist SA, AWS; Lucas Starrett
- Cloud Solutions Architect, AWS

INTERNET OF THINGS
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MOB202

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Leadership Session: Developing
Mobile & Web Apps on AWS

Do you wonder what AWS thinks about mobile
development? In this session, learn the very latest about
the many AWS services that web and mobile developers
can leverage to make cloud-enabled development
possible, and hear what might be in store for the future.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Amit Patel - GM,
Mobile App Development, AWS

MOB305

DevOps: Build, Deploy, &
Operate Mobile Web Apps
with Serverless Backends

Modern web apps are increasingly decoupled, with front-end
assets deployed globally using a CDN and the backend
powered by multiple microservices. Multiple moving parts
across the front end and backend can make DevOps
complicated. In this session, learn how to use a Git-centric
workflow for building these apps in the cloud and
subsequently deploying them using A/B testing, progressive
rollouts, pushState routing (using Lambda@Edge), and more.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: Mohit Srivastava Senior Manager, Product Management, AWS
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Other Recommended
Sessions

MOB201

Networking
Opportunities

From Idea to Customers:
Developing modern cloudenabled apps with AWS

Do you have an idea for an app but don't know where to
start? In this session, we walk you through the process of
taking your idea to reality, and we show you all the
infrastructure you need to understand along the way. We
also show you how AWS platform services and SDKs can help
you get to a quality release faster and then scale for success
with serverless technologies. Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Rohan Deshpande Principal Engineer, AWS; Lisa Shon Software Development Engineer, AWS

MOB310

Bridging the Gap Between RealTime/Offline and AI/ML capabilities
in Modern Serverless Apps

Building real-time collaboration applications can be difficult,
and adding intelligence to an app to make it stand out
remains a challenge. In this session, learn how to build realtime chat serverless apps infused with AWS machine learning
(ML) services. We dive into enhancing a real-time chat
application with search capabilities, chatroom bots providing
automated responses , and on-demand message translation
using Amazon AI/ML services. Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Brice Pelle Enterprise Support Lead, Amazon;
Ed Lima - Solutions Architect, AWS

View all Mobile Sessions »
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MOB205

AWS Oil & Gas
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Best Practices for Implementing
Mobile & Web App Testing in
the Cloud

Have you ever struggled to scale the UI testing for your mobile
or web app? In this session, our experts answer your questions
on testing app performance, test sharding, strategies for
reducing text execution times, and how to integrate UI testing
into your CI/CD workflow. Link to session | Chalk Talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Billy Morales, Sr.
Software Engineer, Mobile Applications,
AWS; Nikhil Dabhade, Sr. Cloud Solutions
Engineer, AWS

MOB313

Make Your Apps Smarter:
Integrating AI/ML into Your Apps

Machine learning can be intimidating. Training and deploying
models and predicting new data requires new skills. In this
session, we show you some common machine learning use
cases. We use AWS Amplify to simplify the training and
deployment of models in real-time, and we ensure you can
leverage predictions, even while offline.
Link to session | Chalk talk

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Francisco Elorza,
Software Engineer, AWS; Dennis Hills Mobile Developer Advocate, AWS

MOBILE

What to expect
in 2018

re:Invent Agenda

NET209

Oil & Gas
Sessions

Leadership Session: Networking

Join Dave Brown, VP of EC2 Networking at AWS, to learn
about the new services and features we launched this year.
Dave also share our vision for the future of connectivity in
the cloud and the ongoing evolution of networking
capabilities. Dave covers the entire suite of networking
services, including Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon
VPC), Elastic Load Balancing, AWS PrivateLink, VPN, and AWS
Direct Connect. In addition, Dave reviews some real-world
customer scenarios. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKER: David Brown - VP,
EC2 Compute & Networking, AWS

NET303

Advanced VPC Design and New
Capabilities for Amazon VPC

Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) enables you to
have complete control over your AWS virtual networking
environment. Given this control, have you ever wondered
how new Amazon VPC features might affect the way you
design your AWS networking infrastructure? In this session,
we explore the new design and capabilities of Amazon VPC
and how you might use them.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Matt Lehwess Principal Solutions Architect, AWS
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Other Recommended
Sessions

NET201

Networking
Opportunities

Your Virtual Data Center:
VPC Fundamentals and
Connectivity Options

In this session, we walk through the fundamentals of Amazon
VPC. First, we cover build-out and design fundamentals for
VPCs, including picking your IP space, subnetting, routing,
security, NAT, and much more. We then transition to different
approaches and use cases for optionally connecting your VPC
to your physical data center with VPN or AWS Direct Connect.
Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

NET302

Another Day in the Life of a Cloud
Network Engineer at Netflix

Making decisions today for tomorrow's technology—from
DNS to AWS Direct Connect, ELBs to ENIs, VPCs to VPNs, the
Cloud Network Engineering team at Netflix are resident
subject matter experts for a myriad of AWS resources. Learn
how a cross-functional team automates and manages an
infrastructure that services over 125 million customers.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Netflix network
engineering team

View all Networking Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Extending Data Centers to the Cloud:
Connectivity Options and
Best Practices

Many enterprises on their journey to the cloud require
consistent and highly secure connectivity between their existing
data center and AWS footprints. In this session, we walk through
the different architecture options for establishing this
connectivity using AWS Direct Connect and VPN. With each
option, we evaluate the considerations and discuss risk,
performance, high availability, encryption, and cost.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Gina Morris Software Development Manager, AWS

NET312

Event Venue
and Logistics

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sidartha Chauhan
- Solutions Architect, AWS

NET403

AWS Direct Connect: Deep Dive

AWS Direct Connect provides a more consistent network
experience for accessing your AWS resources, typically with
greater bandwidth and reduced network costs. This session
dives deep into the features of AWS Direct Connect, including
public and private virtual Interfaces, Direct Connect Gateway,
global access, local preference communities, and more.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Justin Davies Solutions Architect, AWS

NETWORKING
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Oil & Gas
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Architecting Security & Governance
across a Multi-Account Strategy

Whether it is per business unit or per application, many AWS
customers use multiple accounts to meet their infrastructure
isolation, separation of duties, and billing requirements. In
this session, we discuss considerations, limitations, and
security patterns when building a multi-account strategy.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Sam Elmalak Solutions Architect, AWS; Matt Bretan Principal Manager – SRC, AWS

SEC325
Repeat available

Data Protection:
Encryption, Availability,
Resiliency, and Durability

Protecting data means ensuring confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. In this session, we discuss the full range of data
protection capabilities provided by AWS along with a deep dive
into AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS). Learn about data
protection strategies for ensuring data integrity and availability
using AWS native services that provide durability, recoverability,
and resiliency for customer data on AWS.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Peter O'Donnell - Solutions
Architect, AWS; Ken Beer - Sr Mgr, Software
Development, Key Management Service, AWS
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Other Recommended
Sessions

SEC319

Networking
Opportunities

Meeting Enterprise Security
Requirements with AWS Native
Security Services

GE has very deep security requirements for their cloud
applications. In this session, hear their story on replacing on
premises complex solutions with AWS native services like
Amazon GuardDuty, VPC Flow logs, AWS CloudTrail, and
AWS Config rules. Learn how large enterprises can accelerate
their cloud adoption by meeting established security
standards with AWS native services.
Link to session | Breakout session

Executive Summit
Overview

SEC323
Repeat available

SEC327

In previous years, we introduced and explored AWS-oriented
intrusion detection and incident response. We also presented
a variety of related idea-to-code demonstrations, from
automating penetration testing using IoT buttons to forcemultiplying your security team with Alexa. We are back with
new tips, tricks, and demos that you will love.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Don Bailey - Senior
Principal Security Engineer, AWS; Brian
Wagner - FSI Compliance Specialist, AWS

View all Security, Identity, & Compliance Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Automating Cloud Compliance
in Real Time

Setting up a governance solution to manage your cloud
resources is just the first step in ensuring compliance. You
also need to ensure that your organization stays compliant in
real time. In this talk, we show how AWS CloudTrail, AWS
Config, Amazon CloudWatch Events, and AWS Organizations
can be used to build governance automation workflows that
enable AWS customers to automatically remediate out of
policy governance issues as they are detected.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Joe Soricelli - Principal
Global SA, AWS; Thomas Wold - Principal
Architect, GE; David Strum - Senior Staff
Incident Responder, GE

AWS Security in Your Sleep: Build
End-to-End Automation for IR
Workflows

Event Venue
and Logistics

FEATURED SPEAKER: Sam Koppes Senior Product Manager, AWS

SEC401
Repeat available

Mastering Identity at Every Layer
of the Cake

Most workloads on AWS resemble a finely crafted cake, with
delight at every layer. In this session, we help you master
identity at each layer of deliciousness: from platform, to
infrastructure, to applications, using services like AWS Identity
and Access Management (IAM), AWS Directory Service,
Amazon Cognito, and many more.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Quint Van Deman
- Sr. BDM, Identity Svcs, AWS

SECURITY, IDENTITY, & COMPLIANCE
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Rapid Innovation: The Business Case
for Modern Application Development

SRV207

Modern application development is not a buzzword—it’s an
innovation strategy that organizations of all sizes can use to
increase revenue, lower costs, and outpace the competition.
In this session, learn how you can unblock digital product and
service innovation for your own organization. Putting
technology details aside, we explain what modern application
development really is, why it matters to the business, what
success metrics you should expect, and how to navigate your
own transition. Link to session | Breakout session

Other Recommended
Sessions

SRV305
Repeat available

Building a Serverless App with AI
Capabilities in 50 Minutes

Is it possible to create a fully scalable, highly available
application and deploy it into the cloud in less than one
hour? We find out in this real-time coding session. In this
hour-long session, we dive deep into the cloud and create an
application without using a single server. We also create and
use microservices, databases, and AI services for text-tospeech and image-analysis functionality in our application.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: AWS speaker to
be announced

© 2018 | Amazon Web Services. All rights reserved.

Inside AWS: Technology Choices for
Modern Applications

AWS offers a wide range of cloud computing services and
technologies, but we rarely state opinions about which services
and technologies customers should choose. When it comes to
building our own services, our engineering groups have strong
opinions, and they express them in the technologies they pick.
Come hear about the high-level choices that developers at AWS
and our customers have to make.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Christie Gifrin Product Marketing Manager, AWS

SRV321

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

SRV316
Repeat available

Repeat available

From Monolith to Modern Apps:
Best Practices

To scale our applications and optimize costs, we need to reduce
the amount of undifferentiated heavy lifting (e.g., patching,
server management) from our projects. We have identified
AWS serverless services that we will use. However, we need to
build a business case to justify this paradigm shift for our entire
technology organization. In this session, we learn to migrate
existing applications and build a strategy and financial model
to build everything in a truly serverless way on AWS.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Paras Bhuva - Sr.
Solutions Architect, AWS; Tom Laszewski
- Enterprise Technologist, AWS

View all Serverless Sessions »

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

Serverless Stream Processing
Pipeline Best Practices

Real-time analytics has traditionally been analyzed using
batch processing in DWH/Hadoop environments. Common
use cases use data lakes, data science, and machine learning
(ML). Creating serverless data-driven architecture and
serverless streaming solutions with services like Amazon
Kinesis, AWS Lambda, and Amazon Athena can solve realtime ingestion, storage, and analytics challenges, and help
you focus on application logic without managing
infrastructure. Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Roy Ben-Alta Principal BDM - Data Analytics and ML,
AWS; Eyal Levi - R&D Manager, Intel

FEATURED SPEAKER: Tim Bray - Senior
Principal Engineer, AWS

SRV322

Event Venue
and Logistics

SRV323

Digital Transformation through APIs

Repeat available

An effective API strategy is critical to digital transformation
and rapid innovation. In this session, we deep dive into
advanced capabilities of Amazon API Gateway that can
enable customers to build modern applications.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Thomas Fuller Principal Solutions Architect, AWS

SERVERLESS
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Optimizing Storage for Enterprise
Workloads and Migrations

In this session, we focus on best practices for AWS block and
file storage when supporting enterprise workloads (like SAP,
Oracle, Microsoft applications, and home directories). We
discuss migrating mission-critical workload data, selecting
volumes or file systems, optimizing performance, and
designing for durability and availability.
Link to session | Breakout session

Other Recommended
Sessions

STG204
Repeat available

STG212

As your data stores grow, managing and operating on your
stored objects becomes increasingly difficult to scale. In this
session, AWS experts demonstrate Amazon S3 features you
can use to perform and manage operations across any
number of objects, from hundreds to billions, stored in
Amazon S3. Learn how to monitor performance, ensure
compliance, automate actions, and optimize storage.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Greg Wright - Sr.
Software Dev Engineer, AWS; Rob Wilson
- Senior Product Manager, AWS
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Data Lake Implementation: Processing
and Querying Data in Place

Flexibility is key when building and scaling a data lake. The
analytics solutions you use in the future will almost certainly
be different from the ones you use today, and choosing the
right storage architecture gives you the agility to quickly
experiment and migrate with the latest analytics solutions. In
this session, we explore best practices for building a data lake
in Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: AWS speaker to
be announced

Deep Dive on Amazon S3: Manage
Operations Across Amazon S3
Objects at Scale

Networking
Opportunities

Executive Summit
Overview

Event Venue
and Logistics

STG205

Repeat available

Deep Dive: Build Hybrid Cloud
Storage Architectures with
Storage Gateway

IT infrastructure teams with on-premises applications have to
manage storage arrays throughout their never-ending lifecycle,
including capacity planning guesswork, hardware failures,
system migrations, and more. In this session, learn how to use
AWS Storage Gateway to seamlessly connect your applications
to AWS storage services with familiar block-and-file storage
protocols and a local cache for fast access to hot data.
Link to session | Breakout session
FEATURED SPEAKERS: Paul Reed Principal Product Manager, AWS;
Asa Kalavade - General Manager, AWS

View all Storage Sessions »

Migrating Data to the Cloud:
Exploring Your Options from AWS

Repeat available

AWS offers a variety of data migration services and tools to
help you easily and rapidly move everything from gigabytes
to petabytes of data using your networks, our networks, the
mail, or even a tractor trailer. Learn about the available data
migration options, including the AWS Snowball family, AWS
Storage Gateway, Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration, and
other approaches. Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: Everett Dolgner Storage Specialist Solution Architect,
EMEA, AWS

FEATURED SPEAKER: John Mallory Business Development Manager, AWS

STG305

AWS Oil & Gas
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STG312

Selecting Storage for Enterprise
Workloads and Migrations

This session focuses on supporting enterprise workloads like
SAP, Oracle, Microsoft applications, and home directories using
best practices for AWS block and file storage. We discuss
migrating mission-critical workload data, selecting volumes or
file systems, optimizing performance, and designing for
durability and availability. We also review optimizing costs to
ensure that your lift-and-shift project is a success.
Link to session | Breakout session

FEATURED SPEAKER: David Stein - Storage
Business Development Manager, AWS

STORAGE
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(Click on the titles to go to the respective event pages.)

Harley Ride

Welcome Reception

re:PLAY

Kick off your AWS re:Invent experience. Board a bus that
will transfer attendees to Las Vegas Eagle Rider. There
will be two scenic route options this year.

Where attendees and partners come together
to connect and learn.

Not just an EDM concert and interactive extravaganza,
the re:Play party is the ultimate playground.

Monday, November 26: 4:00pm-7:00pm

Sunday, November 25: 12:00pm-5:30am

The Venetian & The Quad at ARIA

Thursday, November 29: 8:00pm-Midnight

Starts at the Venetian Tour Lobby
To reserve your seat, register here

4K and 8K Run
Midnight Madness

This year, we’re doubling the fun of the 4K and adding
an 8K distance for those who want a longer run.

AWS style pep rally to kick off the week, complete with
swag, drinks, and snacks. Open to the first 6,000 fans.

Tuesday, November 27: 6:00am

Sunday, November 25: 10:00pm-1:00am

Sign up when you log into your account

Starts at the Mirage

Broomball
Played at our annual company picnic, our homegrown
variant of broomball combines aspects of traditional
broomball and soccer.

Thursday, November 29: 7:30pm-9:00pm
Sign up at aws-reinvent-broomball@amazon.com

Tatonka Challenge

Pub Crawl

Energy & Utilities Reception

Join us as we attempt to break our 2017 Guinness World
Record of the largest chicken wing eating competition.

Network and connect with fellow re:Invent attendees and
AWS sponsors. Each location highlights a specific topic.

Network and connect with peers in your industry. Sponsored
by Intel.

Sunday, November 25: 10:30pm-Midnight

Tuesday, November 27: 6:00pm-8:00pm

Wednesday, November 28: 6:00pm-8:00pm
Chica Restaurant, Venetian Hotel
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ARIA, MGM Grand, Mirage & The Venetian
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Executive Summit Keynote Speakers

KEYNOTE: Global

Partner Summit

KEYNOTE: Andy

Jassy, CEO, AWS

KEYNOTE: Dr.

Werner Vogels, CTO, Amazon

Tuesday, November 27
8:30am–10:30am

Wednesday, November 28
8:00am-10:30am

Thursday, November 29
8:30am-10:30am

The Venetian, Level 2

The Venetian, Level 2

The Venetian, Level 2
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Campus shuttle
The campus shuttles run continuously, on
direct routes, to and from our campus venues
– Aria, Bellagio, Encore, MGM, Mirage,
Venetian, and the re:Play venue – during the
posted schedule. Plan ahead for peak travel
times before and after major events such as
Midnight Madness, Meals, Welcome
Reception, Keynotes, Pub Crawl, and re:Play.
Your re:Invent badge is required to ride
campus shuttles.

View full details here »
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Your re:Invent checklist
A list of tasks to check off as you’re getting prepared for re:Invent 2018.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Registered for re:Invent
Booked my hotel
Booked travel reservations

Uploaded my badge photo
Connected with account team
Favorited sessions

o
o
o
o
o
o

Reserved seats to the sessions I want

Reviewed list of open bootcamps
Reviewed the Expo & Quad maps

Download the full Agenda worksheet »
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Downloaded the mobile app
Familiar with the shuttle & walking routes
Watched all 7 How-to-re:Invent videos on YouTube

Marked my calendar with critical dates
Familiarize myself with sponsors in the Expo & Quad
Signed up for quirky programs (Harley Ride,
Tatonka Challenge, 4k/8k Run, Broomball, etc.)

o
o

Read the Know-Before-You-Go info
Attended Know-Before-You-Go webinar
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Want to connect with an expert?
If you’d like to arrange a meeting with AWS Oil & Gas subject matter experts, please reach out to your account teams to
coordinate. You can click on the photos to access team member LinkedIn profiles.

Arno Van Den
Haak
Head Worldwide
Business
Development – Oil
& Gas

Franz Deimbacher
Technical Leader, Oil &
Gas
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Dave Milam
Industry Solutions, Oil
& Gas

Kim D’Alquen
Business Development
– Oil & Gas for ANZ

Jess Killips
Head of Marketing for
Oil & Gas

Jim Kolodgie
Professional
Services

AWS Oil & Gas
Expert Contacts

See you in Vegas!

